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Let X,,.... X, be i.i.d. random variables symmetric about zero. Let R,(t) be 
the rank of IX,-tnm’1’21 among IX, -1n~“~1,..., /,I’,- ~n~‘~‘l and T,,(f)= 
I;=, cp((n + I)-‘R,(I)) sign(l, - rn-I/‘). We show that there exists a sequence of 
random variables V, such that sup,, ~, g I ) T,( t) - T,,(O) - rV,,I + 0 in probability, as 
n + co. V, is asymptotically normal. ( !  1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULT 
Some functional limit theorems in mathematical statistics (cf. 
[ 1, 3, 7,9]) assert the weak convergence of a sequence Z,(t), 0 < t < 1, of 
stochastic processes to a limiting Gaussian process Z(t) different from 
usual limiting processes. The trajectories of Z(t) do not display the highly 
irregular behavior of Brownian paths, but are, on the contrary, highly 
regular. We shall consider a situation in which Z(t) = t. Y, with a normally 
distributed random variable Y. These theorems are usually proven by 
means of the well-developed machinery of weak convergence in function 
spaces, but there are other possibilities. Our approach consists essentially 
in showing that supO< ,< , lZ,( t) - rZ,( 1 )I -+ 0 in probability and then 
establishing the weak convergence of Z,( 1). 
We describe now the subject of this paper. Let X, ,..., A’, be n indepen- 
dent copies of a random variable X distributed symmetrically about 0. Let t 
be a real number. We denote by Ri(t) the rank of IX;-- tn-“*I among 
IX, - tn ~ “*I,..,, IX, - tn - ‘/21. Consider the signed-rank statistic 
where cp: [0, 1) -+ R is a given score-function. The asymptotic properties of 
T, are well known: Under suitable conditions K"'T,(O) is asymptotically 
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normally distributed, and n- “*( T,,(t) - T,(O)) --t - ct in probability, as 
n -+ co, for some c > 0. Sometimes it is desirable to have preciser result on 
T,,(t). Van Eeden [12], in analogy with result of JureEkova [8] on linear 
rank statistics, was able to prove that supoGrg 1 In-“‘(7’,(t) - 
7’,(O)) + ctl + 0 in probability. In the Wilcoxon-case, cp = id, going one step 
further, Antille [ 1 ] showed that the stochastic process Z,(t) = 
(T,,(t) - T,(O)) + cn”*t, 0 < t < 1, converges to a stochastic process of the 
form t. Y, as described above. (JureEkova derived the corresponding result 
for linear rank statistics [9].) We shall derive the corresponding result for 
general score functions cp. A similar result was obtained independently and 
by different methods by HuSkova und JureEkova [6] and, for the case of 
linear rank statistics, by HuSkova [4]. There are several applications of 
these assertions. For example, Antille [ 1,2] uses his results to study the 
Hodges-Lehmann estimator. We do not go further into this and refer the 
reader to the cited papers. 
We formulate now the main assumptions. 
(A) The score function cp: [0, 1) --t [w is three times continuously d$ 
ferentiahle and q(O) = 0. 
Let F(x) = Pr(X,<x) denote the distribution function of X,, F-‘(x) its 
inverse. 
(B ) F(x) possesses a density f (x), symmetric about zero and twice dif- 
ferentiable with bounded second derivative. The set of all x with f (x) > 0 is an 
interval, possibly the whole real line. Finally, letting 
&)=f(F-'(q)), -1<t<1, 
we have 
g’(t) = W(1 - t)-‘s(t)) as t-+1. 
(Cl) There are numbers 1, p such that 
(i) cp”‘(t)=0((1 -t)-i.-i) as t+ 1, i=O, 1,2, 3. 
(qci’ denotes the ith derivative of cp, q(O) G q.) 
(ii) g(t) = O(( 1 - t)“) as t + 1, 
(iii) ;1>0, p>+l++. 
This assumption may be replaced by 
(C”) qci’(t) is bounded on [0, 1) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
Now let 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
k(t)=4g(t)rp’(t)-2J’u g(u)q”(u)du-2s’(u- l)g(u)cp”(u)du. (6) 
0 f 
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In view of (C’) k(t) is well defined. Further let 
U;=2F(IX,/)- 1. (7) 
Uj is uniformly distributed on [0, 11. 
THEOREM. Let (A), (B) and either (C’) or (C”) be satisfied. Then for any 
M>O, 
sup T,,(t) - T,,(O) + tn ‘I* 
ItI GM 
jJ k(L/,)-2tn1~*/~ q’(u)g(u)dul +O 
i= I 
in probability, as n + co. 
The proof is given in Section 2. Note that in view of (C’) k(t)= 
o((1 _ t)-l12+j./2), as t + 1. Therefore k( Uj) has finite second moments. A 
functional limit theorem for the process T,(t) - T,,(O) follows immediately. 
Let us examine the assumptions of the theorem a little more closely. If 
q(O) #O, we may apply the theorem using the score function q(t) - q(O) 
instead. The remainder term q(O) xi {sign(X, - tn-‘12) - sign(X,)}, is of 
order n’j4, so the theorem is no longer true. The same happens if q(t) 
possesses discontinuities, as was first noted and analyzed by HuSkova and 
Jureckova [S]. Concerning (B), note that, from the assumption on the 
support of A g(t)>0 for -l<t<l, but lim,_, g(t)=O. Thus the 
assumption on g’(t) means that g(t) is not too irregular close to 1. The 
main assumptions of the theorem are thus contained in (C’). 
Here is an example. Let us suppose that f (x) > 0 everywhere. Then F- ’ 
is unbounded on (0, I), and its derivative l/g(2t - 1) is not finitely 
integrable on (0, 1). Thus, if g(t) is not too irregular (as in the case of the 
normal density), g(t) = O(( 1 - t)“) for any p < 1, and any A< f is permitted 
in (3). This includes van der Waerden’s score function. 
Finally, we comment on the problem of ties. Rj(t) is well defined with 
probability one for each fixed t, but with positive probability there are 
values of t such that ties occur among the IX, - tn - ‘121, making it 
undefined. There are various proposals on how to define the ranks in this 
situation, but they have no effect on the validity of our theorem, as will be 
shown in the remark in the Appendix. To be definite we define Rj(t) so that 
T,,(t) has right-continuous paths. 
II. PRWF OF THE THEOREM 
The proof divides into two major parts. In the first one, using a Taylor 
expansion, a truncated version of T,,(t) - T,(O) is shown to be 
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asymptotically linear in the sense of the theorem. In the second part we 
show that truncation is permitted. Since the proof is rather involved, it may 
be helpful for the reader to consider the Wilcoxon case, cp = id, first. Then 
Lemmas 1, 2, and 5 are sufficient for the proof. 
We assume throughout the proof that cp together with its first three 
derivatives are non-negative, since in general there are functions cpi, cpz, 
possessing these properties additionally to our requirements, such 
that (p=(p] -(p2. (Put v;II=max(O, cp”‘), qy=max(O, -cp”‘), q;‘(O)= 
max(O, ~“(0)) and so forth.) From (B) 
1 Pr( 2sn ~ Ii2 <x+X, <2tn-“‘)-2(t-s)n+2f(x)I <C(t-s)n-’ (8) 
for some C > 0 as well as 
Pr(2sn~“26X,+X2d2tn-1’2)-2(t-s)n~~’2 f2 ~c(t-~)~ 1 (9) 
1 I 
since X, + X2 has the density J .f(x - JJ) f( .v) 4~). 
LEMMA 1. Let U,(t), V,,(t), 0 < t 6 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., be fwo sequences of 
stochastic processes with increasing path and U,,(O) = V,(O) =0 a.s. Let 
Z,,(t)= U,(t)- V,,(t). If there exist real numbers y, such that y,!= O(npk) 
for all k > 0, if there are positive numbers /I, 6, C and random variables 
V,>,Osuch thatforO<s<t<l, 
var(Z,(t)-Z,(s))6 Cn-“(t-s) + ynr 
IEU,(t) - EU,(s)( < CnP(t - s), 
I V,(t) - V,(s)1 d (t-s) v,, a.s., 
EV, = O(n”), 
then in probability, as n + co, 
sup [Z,(t) - EZ,(t)l + 0. 
O<r< I 
Proof: Fix A > 0, let N= N, be the largest natural number smaller than 
n’: and let t, = UN-‘. Since U,(t) and V,(t) have increasing paths 
SUP (-c(t) - wdt)) 
O<ICI 
6 ,yyx, CKk- V,(t,~I)-EU,(t,,~,)+EV,(t,)l . . 
d max IZ,(t,) - EZ,(t,)( + N-‘( V, + Cnp). 
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If 2 > p, the second term goes to zero. Further, if n is large enough, 
var(.Z(t,)-Z(t,,))<2C(t,-t,)n-” for O<p<v<N. From LemmaII.7 of 
Antille [ 1 ] 
E{max IZ,(t,) -EZ,(tt,)(2} = O(n -“(log r~)~). 
t’ 
A similar estimate of sup, (EZ,( t) - Z,(t)) completes the proof. [ 
Now, let 
Ri = Rj(0), 
where Z(A) denotes the indicator function of the event A. It is easy to 
establish for k = l,..., 4, 
EC,( 1)” = O(?P). (10) 
LEMMA 2. For suitable 0 < si -c 1, we have 
T,(t)-T,,(O)= -(n+l)-‘Ccp’ -& 
i( > 
C;(t) 
+;(n+l)-“~(# -$ 
, i > 
Cj(t)2 sign X, 
-~(n+l))‘Z(P.“(~~)(.i(f)~+r,,(1), 
I 
where in probability, as n + 00, supoc, < , Ir,( t)l -+ 0. . . 
ProoJ: In the case cp rid the assertion follows from formula (3.16), 
p. 129, in Lehmann [lo], with r,(t) = 0 a.s. Thus we may replace q(t) by 
q(t) - t@(O), in other words, we may assume q+(O) = 0. If now Xi> w”*, 
O<t<l, 
thus 
Ri( t) - Ri(0) = - Ci( t) sign Xi 
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We derive the same formula also in the case Xi< -n-‘j2, if we proceed 
from 
(Only in the case of ties both expressions differ. They are chosen such that 
T,,(t) has rightcontinuous paths.) Now, by means of a Taylor expansion, 
using the notation C*ai = C a,Z( lXil > n ~ ‘I*), 
T* cp (z) sign(Xi- ,1/*)--T* cp (&) sign Xi 
= -(n+ l)plC* cp’ 
I ( ) 
2 Ci(f) 
+fi(“+l)-‘x*p” 
I ( ) 
5 Cj( t)’ sign Xi 
-A (n + 1)-3 C* (~“‘(3~) Cj(t)3 
i 
(11) 
with suitable 0 <sic 1. It remains to remove the *. To this end let A, be 
the event that for at least cn”’ of all iE { l,..., n} lXil d 3~ ‘I2 holds. 
Pr(A,,) = o( l), if c is large enough. On the complementary event of 
A,IX,I <n-‘j2 entails Rj( t) d cn I” for O<t< 1. Since cp’(O)=O, for a 
suitable d > 0, on A;; 
sup (n-t 1))‘CI(lX,l <K’/*)(p’ 
I I 
(5) citt)i 
<dn-3’2~Z(IXiI <npl”) Ci(l)=op(l) 
in view of (10). This shows that we may remove the * at the first term of 
the right-hand side of (11). The other terms are treated similarly. The left- 
hand side of (11) is handled by the observation that on A;, since q(O) = 
q’(O) = 0, 
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Next, we introduce the function (P,~: [0, 1) -+ R by defining its third 
derivative as 
cpr(t)=min{rP, (p”‘(f)}, 
where 0 -C CI < $, and then integrating it three times such that C&)(O) = 
cp”‘(0) for i = 0, 1, 2. Note 0 d qn, cpk, cpi, cpr d n’. 
LEMMA 3. In probability, for any 0 < si < 1, 
Proof: The second assertion is immediate from (10) and 
suP 1 VP::'lsi) C:(t) 6 n’ C C:( 1) = O,(n’+ 5/2). 
O<r<l ; i 
Let us consider 
Z,,,(t)=n~‘Ccp~(Uj)Cf(t)Z(xi>0)=n~2C 1 V,,(t), 
r i k.l#r 
where 
V,k,(t)=cp~~(Uj)Z(O~X,+X,~2tn~“2,O~Xi+X,d2tn~”2,Xi>O), 
v;kl(s, I) = V,,(t) - vik,(s). 
It is always assumed that i # k, 1. In order to apply Lemma 1 to Z,,(t), we 
have to estimate var(Z,,(t) -Z,,(S)). If i, k, I, j, p, q are different from each 
other, cov( V,,(s, t), V&S, t)) = 0 by independence. It is not diffucult to 
convince oneself that in case of card ( i, k, 1, j, p, q} = 5 
cov( Vlk,(s, t), Vipy(s, t)) g Dlf --sI n”+’ 
and in any case 
var( Vik,(q t)) < D( t - s( n2’ ~ ‘I’, 
with some D > 0. Therefore 
var(Z,,(t)-Z,,(s))6n~4 c 1 cov(I/jkl(S, t), vjp&, t ) )  
i#k.li#p,q 
<n~4(Dn5(t--s) np2+“+Dn4Jt-sl nzx -L/2). 
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Using (9), 
pcz,,(t)-EZ,,(s)l <CIt-sl na+1’2. 
From Lemma 1 in probability 
sup IZ,,(t) - -=,,(t)l -+ 0. 
o<r<1 
Now using (8), 
=n(n-l)~mq3~(2F(~x~)-1)Pr{O<x+X2<2m~’~2}2/(x)~x 
0 
= n a, t2 + O(n’+ ‘I*) 
with a, = 4 sc ql(2F( 1x1) - 1) f’(x) dx, uniformly in 0 < t < 1. Thus 
supI (EZ,,(t) - a,,f21 + 0, and it follows 
sup n -2~~~~(Ui)Cf(t)Z(X,>0)-a,~t2 +O 
O<r<1 i 
in probability. The result remains valid, if Z(X, > 0) is replaced by I(Xi < 0), 
therefore 
sup n -2 1 cp;:( Uj) Cf( t) sign X, + 0. 
O<lG I i 
Finally, using (10) and Lemma 8, 
sup n-*x cpI(Ui)-cpl: A Cf(t)signX, 
, I l ( >> n+l 
dnP2 sup q:(t)1 ui--& 
/I I 
Cf( 1) = O,(nZP I’*), 
I 
and the desired result follows. 1 
LEMMA 4. In probability 
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ProoJ Let 
= U,,(t) - V,z(f) (say). 
Qi is introduced to ensure increasing paths of U,,(t) and V,,(l). Now, 
UK,(t) - T&N2) 
-{(d(-$)- ’ ) cp,(U,) 2(C,(t)-C,(s)-2(t-s)n”2~(X,))2 
y,, = O(n k, for any k > 0 by Lemma 8 (Appendix). Further, by means 
of (9), 
Thus from Lemma 1 and 
we get sup, IZ,,(t)l + 0 in probability. The same conclusion is valid, if Qi is 
replaced by Z(qh(Ri/(n + 1))) < cpL( U,)). Combining both results, the asser- 
tion follows. 1 
LEMMA 5. In probability 
sup n -’ F PLt”i) ci(r)-4 tn - “’ C Cp’( Uj) g( Ui) 
OSISI I 
+2~~“2{W’W) dU,)--dz(U,) sW,)}l --+a 
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ProoJ: Denote 
Fix s < t and let 
z, = Z(2sn - ‘iZ < xi + xj < 2tn -1’2) - 2(t -s) I(0 < Xi + x, < n -“2). 
From (8), 
E(Z,,Z,,) < cyt -s)2n-2, 
thus with a suitable D > 0, 
var(Z,,(t) - Z,,(S)) = var n- 1 1 1 qL( Vi) Z, 
1 ifj 
< E(cpL(Ul)22f2) + 4nE(cpk( U,)2.Z,2Z13) 
< Dn” - ‘12( t - s). 
Next we show EZ,,(t) -+ 0 uniformly in t. To this end 
5 3c (p~,(2F(~~~)-1)~2tn-‘~‘f(x)-Pr(Odx+X,d2tn~”~)}f(x)dx -cc 
= ,_:, &(...)f(x) j;+ (y-x) y+f”( ..’ )C) dydx 
= O(n”-m312), (12) 
since 1 q4,(2F( (4 ) - 1) f(x) f’(x) dx = 0. Thus uniformly in t 
IEZ,,,(t)( =n jm cpL(2F(lxl)- 1){Pr(OGx+X,d2tn-“2) 
-50 
-2tPr(O<x+XX,<n-‘iZ)}f(x)dx =O(n*-‘I*). 
From Lemma 1 we get 
sup I-%(t)l + 0 (13) 
in probability. Next we consider 
np’Cp,k(Ui)Ci(f)=+-’ C (~~(Uj)+tp~(Uj))Z(O<X,+Xidn-“2). 
i i#j 
683.21/2-l 
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We introduce the function 
G,(x) = (p32F(i(l?rl) - 1) Pr(0 < x + X, < np’12) 
+E{cp~(U,)Z(Odx+X,6n “‘j) 
and the random variables 
U,= (cpk( Vi) + cp;(U,)) I(0 < Xi + Xi< np’j2) - G,(X,) - GJX,) + EGJX,). 
Then E(U,iIX,)=E(U,,IX,)=O and cov(U,,, Ukl)=O in case of {i,j}# 
{k, I}, consequently var(n ’ 1, f, U,,) < EU:, = O(n2” ~ ‘j2), thus 
np’~cp:,(Ui)Cj =~ZG~(xi)-~EG,(X,)fo,(l). (14) 
I i 
Using (8), it is not difficult to show that, uniformly in x, 
G,,(x) - 2cp32F( 1x1) - 1) n -“ff(x) = O(n’ ‘). 
further from (12) 
EG,(Jf,)-2E{d(U,) g(X,)j nm”2 
=2 ji cp:,(2F(/.ul)- l){Pr(O<x+X, <n -‘12) 
-n ‘I/2/(n)) f(x) dx 
= o(n ‘), 
thus from (13) and (14), 
HP’ C CpXu,) C,(t) 
=4tnp”’ C rpL( Ui) g(Ui) - 2tn”‘E{cpX U,) g( U,)} + op( l), 
where op( 1) goes to zero in probability uniformly in t. Now the assertion of 
the lemma follows, if we can show var(n- “’ xi (cpL( Ui) - cp’( U,)) g( U,)) 
+ 0. From the construction of q,, 0 < q;(t) < q’(t) and q;(t) = q’(t), 
unless t > 1 - n -’ for some d > 0. g( U, ). cp’( U, ) has finite second moment, 
therefore 
n-‘12 F (cpXU,)- cp’tu,)) g(Uj) 
> 
~E((cp~(U,)--‘(U,))2g(u,)2) 
<E(cp’(Ul)2g(U,)2Z(U, >, 1 -n-“)} =0(l). 1 
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LEMMA 6. In probability 
Proof: Using a Taylor expansion 
= S,II + zl2 (say) 
with 0; E (0, 1). Since max , ~ i ~ n IRi/(n + 1) - U,I* = O,(n-‘), in probability 
S,,2 = 0,(n”-“2) = oP( 1). On the other hand S,, is asymptotically 
equivalent to 
where 
XT, =n-’ C h,(U;, U,), 
i#/ 
hn(Ui, u,)=(zfui> uj)- ui) cPZt”j) gt”i) 
has the properties 
w&7( ui, uj, I uj, = Jo’ (4 l4 ’ uj) - u, Vit”) g(U) d% 
E(h,,( U;, U,) - E(h,( Ui, Uj) I U,))’ 6 Ehi( U;, U,) < dn2” 
for some d > 0. Therefore 
E S,*, -np312 c E(h,(U;, U,)I U,) 
( 
2=O(n2n~1), 
r#j > 
which shows the asymptotic equivalence of S,, and n-l/* xi fA(Z( Ui -c u) 
- u) q,‘:(u) g(u) du. We leave it to the reader to prove that, using (3~(5), 
cp,: may be replaced by q”. 1 
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Combining Lemma 2-6, we are now in the position to prove our 
theorem under assumption (C”), since in this case qn = cp for large n. The 
following lemma enables us to treat the case of unbounded score functions, 
too. 
LEMMA 7. Let $,(t) = q(t) - q,(t). Then in probability 
+ 2tn”2E{$~( U,) g( U,)} + 0. 
Proof. From the construction of qnr for some 0 <p < 1, 
$“(f) = 0. if (1 - t)>,nl’~ ‘. (15) 
Therefore Pr(sign(X,-tn~“2)#signXi and +,(R;(t)/(n+ l))#O for some 
t and i) + 0 as n + co, and it sufftces to show 
We rearrange the order of summation. Define I/, and Oj( t) by 
V,, = sign Xi, D/z,(f) = Ci(f). 
Vi are i.i.d. random variables with values 0 or 1, each occuring with 
probability $, and independent of IX, / ,..., IX,,1 and thus R, ,..., R,. Since 
X, = IX;1 sign Xi 
Di(t)=card{j#i~O<~X~,i,Vi+~X~,,,Vi<2tn-”2}, 
where 1X1,,,< ... 6 I-V,,, are the order statistics of IX, I,..., 1X,1. Now fix 
d> 0 and suppose 1x1 (i, 3 d. Then, if n is large enough, 0 < IXI (i, V, + 
1x1, jJ V, < 2n - ‘I2 can only occur, if V, # Vi. Letting 
qj = I( vi = - 1 ), ij, = I( v, = 1 ), 
i,,(t)=card{j)i< j<n, IXIC.i,b IXI,,,+2tn-1’2, q,=O}, 
[Jt)=card{jj 1 <j<i, /XICi,> [XI,,,-2tn-I’*, fj=O}, 
we see that /XI (ij > d entails Di(t) = q&I,(t) + q,[Jt). Let 
#OandlXilddforsomeldiGn,Odtdl 
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It is not difficult to check in view of (15) that Pr(M,) -+ 0, if d is 
small enough. On the complement of M, we have, using Ri(t) = 
Ri - Ci( t) sign Xi, 
~{*n(~)-*n(~)jsknXi 
= 7-b ( 
i ---& ViDi(f) 
n n+l ) ~(~)} y’ 
-II/ 
= -(n+l)-‘C$; & 
i ( > 
(rliiintr) + rlii;,(t)) 
+i (n + l)-* C +~(~i~)(?ii,,(t) + YliCiJf)i* vi7 (17) 
I 
with ITin-(i/(n+ 1))1 Qn-‘Di(t)6n-‘(i,(t)+~i,(t)). 
Now, let 0 < T, < T, < ... be the jump times of a standard Poisson 
process and G(x) = F-‘(( 1 +x)/2). Since G(x) is the inverse distribution 
function of 1X,1, IXI,, ,,..., 1x1 (n) and G( T, T;; 1),..., G( T,, T;i 1) have the 
same common distributions. Therefore we may apply Lemmas 11 and 12 to 
the terms on the right-hand side of (17) and (16) follows. 1 
III. APPENDIX 
The following result is well known; the proof might be new. 
LEMMA 8. Let U,,..., U, be independent and uniformly distributed on 
[0, 11, R, the rank of U, among U, ,..., U,. For any natural number k there 
is a Ck >O such that E(U, - (RJ(n + l)))Zk < Cknek. 
Proof There is a D,>O such that for any x E (0, 1) 
E(C;=, I( Ui < x) - n-x)?” < Dknk. Since R, - 1 = c,“= 2 I( U, < U,), 
from which the result follows. 1 
The following lemmas deal with the jump times 0 = T, < T, < T, < . . . of 
a standard Poisson process, in other words, T,, 1 - Ti are independent, 
exponentially distributed random variables. By ql, qz,..., we denote a 
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sequence of i.i.d. random variables, which is independent of the sequence 
T, , T2 ,..., and for which Pr(qi= 0) = Pr(q, = 1) = 4. Finally let 
p,(t)=card jIi<j~n,rli=0,T,~T,+2tn”‘g 
i 
(&) LW} 
with random t,,(t) > 0. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose that for any 6 > 0 and any 0 < v <p < 1 with 42 < v 
in probability 
sup{~~~n(f)-l~:~-~~~~i~-~n”,0~t~1}=0,(n”~2~ ““). (18) 
Then there exists a E>O such that for any v, P with 
(p-$)(p+ l)Y-&<V<P< 1, 
Proof We start with some preliminary formulas. Let 
N,(t)=card{j>kI T,< Tk+f, qi=O}, Nkk t) = Nk(f) - N,(s). 
(For convenience, Nk(t) = 0, if t < 0.) Nk(t) is a Poisson process with inten- 
sity rate t, independent of T, ,..., T,. One easily verifies that for a, b > 0, 
4 cov(N,(a), N,(b - T,)) = Emin(a, (b - Tk)+), 
with a+=max(O,a). Now let O<a<b, O<c<d, k>l. Using N,(a,b)= 
C~=,Z(a<T,<b)+N,(a-T,,b-T,), 
d-c 
Ni+k(Ctd)-- 
2 
d-c 
= cov rloNo(a, b), vkNk(c, 4 - vk YJ- 
d-c 
= COV ‘hN,(a- Tk, b - T/c), qkN,(c, d) - qk 2 
> 
= E(?O?k) co”(Nk(a - Tk, b - Tk), Nk(c, 4) 
=#{min(d, (b- Tk)+)-min(c, (b-T,)+)} 
-&E{min(d, (a- Tk)+)-min(c, (a- T,)‘)} 
<(d-c)Pr(T,<b). (19) 
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Further 
var vi Ni(a, 6)-- 
cc 
‘ia 
)I 
<var(Ni(a,6))6(b-a)Pr(T,<b). (20) 
We use these formulas to study 
Zn4(t)=n-’ 4’ V’(h) Mini (2tn1’2g (&)) 
The dash indicates that the sum is taken over all i with n - nfl Q i Q n - n”. 
We show 
SUP I-L,(t)l +O, 
O<l<l 
(21) 
in probability, if (p - $)(p + 1) ~ ’ - E < v < p < 1, where E > 0 is determined 
later. It is no restriction to require in the sequel additionally p/2 < v, p < 6, 
for some b, < 1 and p - v d b,, where b, > 0 will be chosen in dependence 
of b,. By means of (3) (4), (19), (20), and the formula 1,: o Pr( T, < c) = 
1 +c, if O<s<t< 1, we get for a suitable D>O, 
vartZ,,tt) - -L(s)) 
~~n~3/2(f_S)n-‘“-‘“2+2”‘nP’~“’ 1’ 1 Pr(Tjpi<2n’12g($)) 
I jai 
d D(t - s)(n” + Dn”) 
with p = - 4 + (p - l)(p - 1 - 21) + (,u - v)(2 + 2;1) and 4=b- 1) 
(2~ - 1 - 21) + (p - v)(2 + 21). From (5) q Q (b, - 1) ,I+ b2(2 + 21) < 0, if 
b, is small enough. Also p < 0, if p - 1 - 21> 0 and b, is small. Thus let 
p - 1 - 22 < 0. From (5), if E > 0 is small enough, -f+ ((p-t)/ 
(p+ 1)-s- l)(p- l-21)<0, thus -f+(p-- l)(p- 1-21)<0, if /*a 
(p - i)/(p + 1) - E, and p < 0 follows, if again b, is small enough. Z,,(t) thus 
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fulfills the variance condition of Lemma 1. The other conditions are easily 
checked, therefore (21) follows, since E.&,(t) = 0. Now 
with q<O as above, and we may replace n-l/’ C’icp’(i/(n+ 1)) 
q,g(i/(n+ 1)) by its mean $K”~ C’;cp’(i/(n+ 1)) g(i/(n+ 1)) in the 
definition of Z,,(t). Further in view of (B) and (C’), as t + 1, (@g)‘(t) = 
O((1 -t))3’2), thus, if n--p<i<n---n”, 
consequently 
= O(n’l’++ ~ 112 - WY) = o( 1 ), 
if b, is small enough. Therefore (21) may be rewritten as 
Next let t,(t) satisfy supI l<,,(t) - 11 = O,(n’p”‘p “+‘) = op( 1) for any 6 > 0. 
From (3) and (4), 
sup It,(t) - 11 n”’ i’I:I, cp’g = O,(rP), 
f 
wheres=(~-l)(p-~-~)+(~-v)(2+r3)+6<Oinviewof(5),ifb2and 
6 are small enough. From (22) 
(23) 
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in probability. Let finally tin(t) be random variables, which obey (18). 
Denoting r,,(t) = mini ri,,( t), f,(t) = max, t,(t) 
From these estimates and (23) 
In view of the definition of Ni(t), to finish the proof of the lemma it 
remains to show that T,, > T, + 2tn”2 g(i/(n+ 1)) tin(t) for all i<n-n’ 
with probability going to 1. In view of (18), with high probability, 
Ti+ 2n”’ g(i/(n + 1)) l,,,(t) < T,-,,, + cn”2n’p~ ‘jp for a suitable c> 0. From 
thelawoflargenumbersn~‘(T,-T,~,~)~1.From(5)~+(~-1)p~~, 
thus T,-,, + cn”*n’“- ‘M < T,, with probability going to 1, if p- v is small 
enough. The proof is finished. [ 
LEMMA 10. Let G(x)=F-‘((1 +x)/2) and(ii,, l<i<j<n, begiuen by 
ThenforanyO<v<p<l,such thatv>pL/2,andany6>0 
ProoJ From the mean value theorem, with T,/T, + 1 < Tii G Tj/T,, + 1, 
(24) 
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Fix v,~ and let n-n”<i<n--n”,j>i, such that 
G(5)-G($-)42& 
From (24), (4), and T, > T,, JT,, + , - I- nP -- I, 
since p > f in view of (5). T,/T, + , , k = l,..., n, are distributed as order 
statistics of independent, uniformly on [0, 1] distributed random variables, 
therefore for any 6>0, maxk.H(1-k/n)“2-dl(Tk/T,+,)-(k/(n+l))1= 
O,( n - ‘j2) (cf. Shorack [ 11, Appendix, Remark (A5 )] ), consequently, 
2 i -- p//2- 1 +-b 
T 
dn 
ntl n+l 
for all i under consideration with probability, going to 1, as n + co. This 
together with (25) entails 1 T, - (i/(n + 1))1 < &‘I’- ’ +d for all i, j under 
consideration with probability tending to 1. Since 11 - (i/n)1 > nyP 1 and 
p/2 < V, also / 1 - T,l> $z’~ ’ for large n. From the mean value theorem and 
assumption (B), with T,, between T,j and i/(n + 1 ), 
Thus g( Tq)/g(i/(n + 1)) = 1 + O,(nP”P “‘“) uniformly for all i, j under 
consideration, and the assertion of the lemma follows from (24) and 
T,,/n = 1 + 0,(n-“2). 1 
Next denote 
[,,(t)=card jl i<j<n,vj=O,G ($)<G(2)+2tnP1f2}, 
[Jt)=card(ii l<j~i,~j=0,G($--)>G(~)-2fn~‘i2}. 
LEMMA 11. Let $,, = cp - (P,, . In probability 
The assertion remains valid, if c,(t) is replaced by ci,,( t). 
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Proof: We shall show that for any 0 -C .H < 1 in probability 
Along the same lines it follows that (26) remains true, if cp is replaced by 
qn. In view of (15) this entails our assertion. First, we show (26) in the case 
p<((p-i)/(p+l). In view of (5) (,u-l)(p-A)<$, therefore from (3) 
and (4). 
s ,‘~,,~~,w.p=*(j”~~‘t”-‘-‘dt)=o(n~”2). 0 
Next suppose C, a ,, ~ ,,$ q’(i/(n+ 1)) qii,(l) #O. By definition of ii,(t) for at 
least one i 2 n - nP we have G( T, + , T;-+’ 1 ) 6 G( T, T;+I 1 ) + 2n - ‘12. For any 
6 > 0 in view of (25) this event is contained in 
A,,= CT,,, - T,6n”2+(pp1)p+6 for at least one n-rf<i<n}, 
up to an event, which asymptotically vanishes. Since Ti+ r - Ti are i.i.d. and 
exponentially distributed, P(A,) 6 np + ‘I2 + (P - ‘jp + ’ = o( 1 ), if b > 0 is small 
enough, since p < (p - $)/(p + 1). Thus CianPn,, q’(i/(n + 1)) qi[j,(t) = 0 for 
all t E [0, l] with probability going to one and (26) follows. 
It remains to show that in probability 
where 0 <v <,u < 1 and v < (p -i)/(p + 1). To this end let, for fixed 
t E [0, 11, k be the largest natural number j such that G( TjT;,f ,) < 
G(TiT;i,)+2tn- . “’ In view of Lemma 10 there is a tin(t) between tikn and 
5i(k + 1)n such that 
jl i-c j<n, T,< T,+4tn’/2g tin(r), Vj=O 
and 
for all 6 > 0 and 0 < w  <p < 1 such that u > p/2. Now (27) follows from 
Lemma 9. 1 
LEMMA 12. Let 5,” he random variables such that 
I ‘1 T+---$ <np’(ijn(l)+Cin(l)). 
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Then in probability 
Proof: Similar as in the proof of Lemma 11 it is sufficient to show 
n -’ 2 cP”(zi”)(i~~(l)+~~“(l))-,o 
t=n-np 
in probability for any 0 < p < 1. If p < (p - $)( p + 1) - ‘, using arguments of 
the proof of Lemma 11, Cian-+, cp”(t,,J <$( 1) = 0 with probability going 
to 1. as n -+ co. Thus we have to show 
(28) 
with 0 < v <p < 1, if only p - v is small enough. 
Now, if G(TjT;~,)<G(TjT;~,)+2n-‘/2, Tj- T,<2d“ in view of (25) 
and j- i Q 4d2 (T,- Tj is the sum of j- i i.i.d. random variables with 
mean 1) up to an asymptotically negligible event. Thus {,( 1) < 4d2 < $n” 
and ci,J 1) 6 $n” with probability going to 1, if p - v is small enough. 
Consequently 11 - t,,l > +z’- ‘, and in view of Lemma 10, with 
probability tending to 1, 
He2 1’ cP”CTin) ii(l) 
=O(n-2~(v-1)"i")~tcard{j>i, Tj<7,+8n1/2g(&)}2). 
I 
The dash indicates that the sum is taken over all i with n - np < i < n - n”. 
The mean of the right-hand side is of order nr with r = 
(p- 1)(2p- 1 -A)+ (p--v)(2+1), r<O, because of (S), if only p-v is 
small enough, and (28) follows. 1 
Remark. Ties, concerning the ranks Ri(t), occur, if lXi - tn ~ ‘I21 = 
IX,- tn-‘/21, i.e., Xi+Xj=2tn- I/’ for some i # j. With positive probability 
there are t E [0, l] with this property, but a.s. this happens for each t at 
most for two numbers i, j. Let Ri = k 3 n/2. If for i # j Xi + Xi = 2tn - ‘j2, 
Ci( t) z 0. Using the notations of the proof of Lemma 7, Cj( 1) = Dk( 1) = 
qkck,,( 1) + f,i-,,( 1). As was shown in the proof of Lemma 11, ckn( 1) = 
r,Jl) =0 for all k an-n” up to a negligible event, if only I< 
(p -4)(p + 1))‘. Thus we may assume that Xi+ xi = 2tn-‘I2 entails 
Ri(t) d n -n” for any such 11. If now a tie occurs, Ri( t) and R,(t) are well 
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defined up to an amount of 1, depending on how we relate the ranks to 
(X, - tn ~ “‘1 and IA-r - tn ~ ‘/*I. The corresponding modification is at most 
of the magnitude 
where s= -l-(p-1)(1 +A). If p is chosen close enough to 
(p - i)(p + 1) ~ ‘, s < 0, because of (5). Thus different treatments of ties have 
no consequences. 
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